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the pcm native reverb plug-in bundle was
developed by lexicon, a sound company that

continues to set the standard for audio quality and
is renowned for its digital reverb plug-ins. the

bundle contains seven of lexicons most popular
reverbs: vca, echoplex, plate, hall, room,

chamber, and plate ech. each of these reverbs
offers a unique sonic character. the echoplex

offers a warm distortion sound that is also highly
controllable. the vca produces a rich, sweeping
sound that can be controlled very closely. the
plate produces a dynamic sound with a very

musical tone. the hall offers a great airy sound
with a smooth decay. the room produces a punchy

sound with a nice decay. the chamber gives a
warm, smooth sound with a great decay. the plate
ech provides a dynamic, airy sound with a great
decay. the pcm native reverb plug-in bundle is

available as an audio unit, vst, or rtas plugin that
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can be used with any audio application that is
compatible with aax, vst, audio unit, or rtas. pcm
native reverb bundle for audio applications that
support the audio units, vst, and rtas formats

includes seven legendary reverbs from lexicon
that are the most popular reverbs in the world

today. with over 220 finely crafted, highly
versatile presets, pcm native reverb gives you

luscious chambers, halls, plates, and rooms you
can magesy download tweak to achieve that

elusive, engaging aura that the biggest hits all
seem to have. sweetwater has long looked to

lexicon for world-class reverb; their hardware is a
staple in top studios worldwide. now you can add

the same world-class ambiance to your tracks
with lexicons lxp native reverb. with all the

flexibility you would expect from a native plug-in,
this powerhouse bundle delivers 7 legendary

lexicon reverbs with hundreds of the most
versatile and finely-crafted studio presets.
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so for anyone looking for the ultimate reverb plug-
in for studio or for the studio, this is a really good

buy. it comes in two flavors, one is a small
download and one is a large download, and they
can both be found here. the native presets are

great and pretty faithful to the original, but dont
expect them to be 100% authentic. at least the

presets were really easy to work with. the reverb
tones that i got were quite fun. i did make my own
presets from the various default presets that are
included, but all of the presets have a manual. all
of the reverb sounds were really nice, but the only
reverb was the room reverb. there are a bunch of
other reverb types, and you can get one for each
one or combine them. one thing i was amazed at
was how realistic some of the reverbs were. i was
trying to find some very old gear or something,
but this just sounded so realistic. i found that i

could really get that old 1970s thing that was in a
lot of gear back then. thats my only complaint

about this. i would have like more reverb types.
now, of course, i have the all new lexicon pcm 2

which is supposed to be even better. i will have to
try that. so, for the price, it is a great bundle. i just
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wish there were a few more reverb types. the
native presets are really good, but you couldnt

use them in every situation. this will take you one
step closer to the real thing. i give this a 4.5 out of
5. these are the ones to get, for sure. they are the
very best that lexicon has to offer. but if you are
looking for a native reverb plug-in with a strong

selection of classic tones, one that is easy to use,
and has the ability to be used from a variety of

different styles, then you cant go wrong with this
purchase. in the past, i have used this in my

studio, and i have to say that it has been the best
reverb that i have come across. if you are looking
for a quality reverb, this is it. if you get the larger
version, you will get more types of reverb. it is a

real value for the money. i highly recommend this
to any audio professional. i give it a 5 out of 5.
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